Background
Basic symptoms, defined as subjectively perceived disturbances in thought, perception and other essential mental processes, have been established as a predictor of psychotic disorders. However, the relationship between basic symptoms and family history of a transdiagnostic range of severe mental illness, including major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, has not been examined.
Aims
We sought to test whether non-severe mood disorders and severe mood and psychotic disorders in parents is associated with increased basic symptoms in their biological offspring.
Method
We measured basic symptoms using the Schizophrenia Proneness Instrument -Child and Youth Version in 332 youth aged 8-26 years, including 93 offspring of control parents, 92 offspring of a parent with non-severe mood disorders, and 147 offspring of a parent with severe mood and psychotic disorders. We tested the relationships between parent mental illness and offspring basic symptoms in mixed-effects linear regression models.
Results
Offspring of a parent with severe mood and psychotic disorders (B = 0.69, 95% CI 0.22-1.16, P = 0.004) or illness with psychotic features (B = 0.68, 95% CI 0.09-1.27, P = 0.023) had significantly higher basic symptom scores than control offspring. Offspring of a parent with non-severe mood disorders reported intermediate levels of basic symptoms, that did not significantly differ from control offspring.
Conclusions
Basic symptoms during childhood are a marker of familial risk of psychopathology that is related to severity and is not specific to psychotic illness.
Severe mood and psychotic disorders (SMPD) are mental disorders that cause functional impairment and substantially interfere with one or more major life activities. These disorders often follow a chronic or recurrent course and available treatments have limited efficacy. [1] [2] [3] [4] Improving upon our ability to predict SMPD may be useful to inform targeted early interventions to prevent its onset. 5 Recent research has shown that there is substantial overlap in the genetic and environmental contributors to various forms of SMPD. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Consequently, it may be useful to identify overlapping, transdiagnostic predictors of mood and psychotic disorders that can be detected early enough to allow for preventive interventions. Self-experienced disruptions in thought, perception and other essential mental processes, referred to as basic symptoms, are potential early indicators of SMPD risk.
11
Basic symptoms and risk of mental illness Basic symptoms may represent an early manifestation of mood and psychotic disorders, particularly psychotic illness. 5, 11, 12 Positive symptoms of psychosis include hallucinations and/or delusions, which are perceived by the affected individual as real experiences. In contrast to positive psychotic symptoms, basic symptoms are immediately recognised by the individual as abnormal disturbances to their typical thoughts, senses and feelings. 13 These symptoms are often present years before the onset of illness and can be assessed in children as young as 8 years old. 14 Basic symptoms have been examined in detail as a potential precursor to psychotic illness. Basic symptoms strongly predict the onset of psychotic illness. 5 Basic symptoms have also been linked to other forms of mental illness, including affective disorders 15, 16 and are associated with lower global functioning among individuals with a range psychiatric disorders. 17 However, the utility of basic symptoms as an indicator of risk for a broader range mental disorders remains to be examined.
Family high-risk approach
The best-known predictor of mood and psychotic disorders is a family history of illness. 18 Risk of illness is proportional to the degree of biological relatedness to the affected individual. 18 However, familial risk of mental illness is not disorder-specific. Individuals with a family history of schizophrenia are also at risk of mood disorders, and vice versa. 19 This finding is supported by molecular data that show that a substantial proportion of genetic variants and gene expression abnormalities associated with mental illness are shared across psychiatric disorders. 8, 9, 20, 21 Taken together, these findings suggest that it may be useful to identify measurable experiences and behaviours that predict SMPD and are shared across disorders. By examining early manifestations of risk among offspring of parents with SMPD, we are able to distinguish possible causes or predictors of illness from the effects of SMPD and its treatment. Individuals who have a first-degree biological relative living with schizophrenia experience more basic symptoms than controls. 22, 23 However, basic symptoms have not yet been examined among youth at high familial risk for other forms of mental illness.
Aims
Here we examine the relationship between basic symptoms and family history of a spectrum of non-severe mood disorders (NSMD) and SMPD. We assessed basic symptoms in a sample of youth enriched for offspring of parents with major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, including both NSMD and SMPD. We aimed to test whether offspring basic symptoms are associated with parent mental illness, its severity, psychotic features or specific psychiatric diagnosis.
Method Participants
The present study includes information from 909 assessments of 332 participants aged 8-26 years from 201 families, enrolled in the Families Overcoming Risks and Building Opportunities for Well-being (FORBOW) study. 24 Assessors masked to information on parents, assessed basic symptoms annually with the baseline assessment occurring at an average age of 11.84 years (range 8-24 years). Each participant completed a median of three assessments (range 1-6) at 12-month intervals. Repeated basic symptom measures from all assessments were included in analyses. We included offspring of parents with major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, psychosis spectrum disorders and offspring of control parents. Offspring of parents with SMPD were recruited through their parents' contact with mental health services in Nova Scotia, Canada. Offspring were included regardless of whether or not they had psychopathology. Age matched offspring of control parents were recruited through local school boards. To ensure that control offspring were approximately matched with offspring of affected parents on socioeconomic status, we selectively recruited control offspring from the same schools and neighbourhoods of the offspring of affected parents. We excluded offspring with a lifetime diagnosis of schizophrenia (n = 2 observations), schizoaffective disorder (n = 2 observations) or bipolar disorder (n = 8 observations).
We assert that all procedures contributing to this work comply with the ethical standards of the relevant national and institutional committees on human experimentation and with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008. The study protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Board of the Nova Scotia Health Authority (file number 100 266). We obtained written informed consent from participants who had the capacity to provide it. For participants who did not have the capacity to make an informed decision, a parent or guardian provided written informed consent and the participant provided assent.
Parent assessment
Diagnoses of mental disorders and psychotic symptoms according to the DSM-IV and DSM-5 were established using the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (SADS-IV) 25 or the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-5 Disorders (SCID-5). 26 Diagnoses were confirmed in consensus meetings with a psychiatrist masked to offspring psychopathology.
We defined SMPD as a diagnosis of major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder or a psychosis spectrum disorder accompanied by two or more of the following five severity criteria: (a) recurrent, (b) chronic, (c) presence of psychotic symptoms, (d) life-threatening suicide attempt(s) or (d) required hospital admission. 24 We defined NSMD as a diagnosis of any Axis I mood disorder that did not meet two or more severity criteria. In situations where one biological parent had NSMD and one biological parent had SMPD, the offspring were placed in the SMPD group.
Offspring assessment

General psychopathology
Offspring were assessed for all Axis I disorders at 12-month intervals using the Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia -Present and Lifetime Version (K-SADS-PL; in offspring younger than 18 years) 27 or the SCID-5 (in offspring ≥18 years old). 26 A single assessor completed both the diagnostic interview and the basic symptoms interview. Offspring assessors were masked to parent psychopathology. Diagnoses were confirmed in consensus meetings with a psychiatrist masked to parent diagnoses.
Basic symptoms
We assessed basic symptoms using the Schizophrenia Proneness Instrument -Child and Youth Version (SPI-CY).
14 The SPI-CY was designed to be administered to children and youth and it has been used among children aged 8 years and older with good interrater reliability.
14,28 The SPI-CY contains two psychosis-risk basic symptom profiles: Cognitive-Perceptive (COPER) and Cognitive Disturbances (COGDIS). COGDIS items have been shown to strongly predict psychotic illness and are part of the clinical highrisk criteria that have been recommended for the early detection of psychosis. 5 Descriptions of the items in both high-risk profiles are provided in the Appendix. We calculated the SPI-CY risk score as the total number of COPER or COGDIS items scored 3 (several times in a month or weekly) to 6 (daily), divided by the total number of items with a valid frequency rating. We calculated a COGDIS score, which incorporates the nine items included in the COGDIS criteria, using the same process. For analyses, we standardised the SPI-CY risk score and COGDIS score by the means and standard deviations of the control offspring scores.
Antecedent basic symptoms
It may be desirable to use a dichotomous indicator of basic symptoms in applications that require yes or no decisions. Therefore, we defined antecedent basic symptoms as the presence of COPER and/or COGDIS criteria. 24 We report the rates of offspring who met our predefined antecedent basic symptoms threshold at their first assessment and at any assessment.
Statistical analysis
We tested the effect of parent mental illness on offspring basic symptoms in mixed-effects linear regression models using the lme4 package, 29 implemented in R Studio (R version 3.4.3). 30 We accounted for the non-independence of observations from related individuals and from repeated measures within the same individual by including family and individual identifiers as random effects in the models. We included fixed effects of age, biological gender and time in the study as covariates. To test the effect of parent's primary illness severity (control, NSMD, SMPD) on offspring basic symptoms, we fitted a linear mixed regression model with standardised offspring SPI-CY risk score as the dependent variable and parent illness severity as the independent variable. We tested the effect of parent psychosis (control, non-psychotic illness, psychotic illness) on offspring basic symptoms by fitting a linear mixed regression model with standardised offspring SPI-CY risk score as the dependent variable and parent psychosis as the independent variable. We tested the effect of parent's primary diagnosis (control, major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, psychosis spectrum disorder) on offspring basic symptoms by fitting a linear mixed regression model with standardised offspring SPI-CY risk score as the dependent variable and parent diagnosis as the independent variable (see supplementary Tables 9 and 10 We also tested the effects of parent illness severity, parent psychotic symptoms and parent diagnosis on offspring COGDIS scores separately, using the same methodology as described above. Effect sizes are summarised with standardised beta coefficients and their 95% confidence intervals.
Sensitivity analyses
We opted not to exclude offspring with major depressive disorder from the primary analyses because depression was common and excluding it would reduce the representativeness of the sample. However, to ensure that our results were not unduly influenced by offspring depressive disorders, we performed sensitivity analysis by excluding observations in which offspring had experienced a major depressive episode within the 12 months prior to the assessment. Additionally, the prevalence and clinical significance of basic symptoms has been shown to vary with age. 31 As we included participants across a broad range of ages, we stratified analyses by age and tested the effect of parent illness severity (control, NSMD, SMPD) on offspring basic symptoms among participants aged 11 years and under and 12 years and older separately (see supplementary materials).
Results
Participant characteristics and basic symptom scores
The sample included 93 offspring of control parents, 92 offspring of a parent with NSMD and 147 offspring of a parent with SMPD. The characteristics of the participants and the rates of antecedent basic symptoms across parent groups are shown in Table 1 .
Differences in SPI-CY risk scores by parent illness severity
Across the 909 assessments of 332 children and youth with valid SPI-CY risk scores, basic symptoms were significantly elevated among the offspring of parents with SMPD compared with controls (B = 0.69, 95% CI 0.22-1.16, P = 0.004; see Figures 1 and 2 ). Basic symptom scores were numerically elevated among offspring of parents with NSMD, but this difference was not statistically significant (B = 0.22, 95% CI −0.30 to 0.73, P = 0.415). When we excluded observations at which offspring experienced a major depressive episode within 12 months prior to the assessment, basic symptoms remained significantly elevated among the offspring of parents with SMPD (B = 0.49, 95% CI 0.10-0.87, P = 0.014). Full regression results are shown in supplementary Tables 1 and 2 . In age-stratified analyses, these findings remained consistent in both the younger (8-11 year olds) and older (12 years and older) subsets (see supplementary Tables 11 and 13 and supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) .
Differences in COGDIS score by parent illness severity
Across the 905 assessments of 331 children and youth with valid COGDIS scores, basic symptoms were significantly elevated among the offspring of parents with SMPD compared with controls (B = 0.53, 95% CI 0.13-0.93, P = 0.009; see Figs. 1 and 2 ). When we excluded observations at which offspring experienced a major depressive episode within 12 months prior to the assessment, basic symptoms remained significantly elevated among the offspring of parents with SMPD (B = 0.39, 95% CI 0.04-0.73, Basic symptoms in offspring of parents with mood and psychotic disorders P = 0.028). Full regression results are shown in supplementary  Tables 3 and 4 . In age-stratified analyses, COGDIS scores were numerically increased among offspring of parents with SMPD, however these differences were only statistically significant in the younger (8-11 year olds) subset (see supplementary Tables 12  and 14 and supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) .
Differences in basic symptom scores by parent psychosis
Across the 909 assessments of 332 children and youth with valid SPI-CY risk scores, basic symptoms were significantly elevated among offspring of a parent with psychotic mental illness compared with controls (B = 0.68, 95% CI 0.09-1.27, P = 0.023; see supplementary Fig. 1 ). Offspring of a parent with non-psychotic mental illness had numerically higher SPI-CY risk scores than controls, but this difference was not statistically significant (B = 0.45, 95% CI −0.01 to 0.90, P = 0.055, see supplementary Fig. 1 ). When we excluded observations in which offspring experienced a major depressive episode within 12 months prior to the assessment, both the offspring of parents with psychotic mental illness (B = 0.44, 95% CI −0.05 to 0.92, P = 0.078) and with non-psychotic mental illness (B = 0.35, 95% CI −0.02 to 0.72, P = 0.067) had numerically higher SPI-CY risk scores than controls, but the difference was not statistically significant. Similarly, COGDIS scores were significantly elevated among the offspring of parents with psychotic mental illness (B = 0.55, 95% CI 0.05 to 1.04, P = 0.030) and with non-psychotic mental illness (B = 0.41, 95% CI −0.02 to 0.80, P = 0.037). Full regression results are shown in supplementary Tables 5-8.
Antecedent basic symptoms
We defined antecedent basic symptoms as the presence of COPER and/or COGDIS high-risk criteria. The rate of youth meeting these high-risk criteria increased with increasing parent severity: 12.9% control offspring, 17.4% of offspring of parents with NSMD and 23.8% of offspring of parents with SMPD had antecedent basic symptoms at baseline (Table 1) .
Discussion
Main findings
We sought to test whether basic symptoms during childhood and adolescence are elevated among offspring of parents with a spectrum of NSMD and SMPD. We found that basic symptoms were most elevated among offspring of parents with SMPD, intermediate in offspring of parents with NSMD, and lowest in offspring of control parents.
Comparison with findings from other studies
Our study was motivated by a need to identify early transdiagnostic indicators of risk for SMPD among youth. Previous studies have established that basic symptoms predict psychosis, and can be present years before its onset. 5, 32 However, basic symptoms have not been previously examined among offspring of parents with a broad range of major mood and psychotic disorders. Consistent with prior studies which show offspring of parents with mental illness are at risk of developing psychopathology themselves, 19 we found that basic symptoms are elevated among the offspring of parents with SMPD compared with controls. We also confirmed that basic symptom scores are elevated among first-degree relatives of individuals with psychosis. 23 Our results are consistent with prior findings showing that offspring of parents with SMPD are at increased risk for multiple forms of psychopathology, in addition to the disorder present in the parent. 19 Additionally, it has been suggested that psychosis may represent a transdiagnostic indicator of illness severity. 33, 34 This is supported by studies showing that the presence of psychotic symptoms in non-psychotic disorders has been associated with more severe illness and worse treatment outcomes. [35] [36] [37] [38] Our results suggest that basic symptoms represent a transdiagnostic marker of risk for SMPD that is not specific to psychotic illness.
Strengths and limitations
The present study benefits from the inclusion of offspring of parents with mental illness, resulting in a concentration of familial risk of psychopathology. As a result, our sample has a higher rate of basic symptoms than in the general population. We also benefit from a longitudinal design, with repeated assessments allowing the capture of basic symptoms over the period of several years. However, our results should be interpreted in the context of our study limitations. The main limitation is the smaller number of offspring of parents with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder. The majority of parents in our sample who experience psychosis have bipolar disorder or major depressive disorder with psychotic features. The smaller enrolment of offspring of parents with schizophrenia may be in part be because individuals with schizophrenia tend to have fewer children. 39 However, enrolment in our cohort is ongoing and will include more offspring of parents with schizophrenia spectrum disorders in the future. Additionally, since basic symptoms are more prevalent and may be more clinically relevant among older adolescents, 28, 31 our study was limited by the inclusion of younger adolescents and children. However, in our age-stratified sensitivity analyses, we found that basic symptom scores were independently associated with parent mental illness among 8-to 11-year-old and 12-to 27-year-old offspring.
Implications
The results of our study have potential implications for future research. The finding that basic symptoms are elevated among young offspring of parents with SMPD can help target interventions to youth at high risk of mood and psychotic disorders, long before the onset of illness. Interventions aimed at preventing psychosis among individuals experiencing prodromal symptoms have been criticised, in part because 'good' outcomes may be synonymous with onsets of other, non-psychotic illnesses among intervention recipients. 34 It has been shown that earlier interventions produce better outcomes. 40, 41 Our results suggest that basic symptoms may represent a useful transdiagnostic risk indicator. Basic symptoms could be used, in combination with other factors, to identify high-risk youth who may benefit from targeted interventions before the onset of major mental illnesses. Our results warrant further investigation in other familial high-risk cohorts. Additionally, the basic symptom assessment tool 14 could be adopted by cohorts currently using interview measures of psychopathology.
In conclusion, we found that basic symptoms are elevated among offspring of parents with SMPD, in addition to offspring of parents with psychosis. Our results suggest that basic symptoms during childhood are a marker of familial risk for psychopathology that is related to severity and is not specific to psychotic illness. Future studies could explore the value of basic symptoms as a transdiagnostic predictor of mental illness.
